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Abstract 

This research is focused on designing a controllable, dry type resistor load bank for 

load testing purpose and developing a model to simulate the load controlling 

techniques in modern load banks. 

A literature review was carried out on the types of load banks and their applications. 

The operation and the drawbacks of the liquid type load bank, which is commonly 

used in industry, are discussed by studying the generator load testing procedure at 

Colombo Dockyard PLC (CDPLC). This addresses the practical difficulties, 

operational issues and limitations encountered in the generator load testing procedure. 

A study has been done on the main components in a modern dry type load bank, 

including the selection method of power resistors and their special construction 

features. The variation of resistance values with the temperature is discussed in detail. 

Different load controlling techniques available in modern load banks are discussed 

and a MATLAB Simulink Model is developed to simulate the automatic load 

controlling with the variation of temperature in a linearly switched load bank with 

PWM tailing. 

A detail design proposal of a dry type load bank, from the capacity selection to design 

stage, including ratings, resistor composition, arrangement, resistor selection, cooling 

design, power circuit design, control safety and indication designs is given 

considering the requirement of generator load testing at CDPLC. A Bill of Material is 

given for the major components used in the implementation stage. An economic 

analysis on the proposed load bank was done in comparison with the present load 

testing procedure by conducting a case study with actual test data and major cost 

components obtained from a recently completed ship building project at CDPLC. 

The advantages and the economical aspects of the design proposal were discussed 

presenting the limitations and further improvement opportunities. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 
A load bank is a device which develops an electrical load, applies the load to an 

electrical power source and converts or dissipates the resultant power output of the 

source. A load bank is intended to accurately simulate the operational or "real" load 

which a power source will see in actual application. 

Unlike the "real" load, which is likely to be dispersed, unpredictable and random in 

value, a load bank provides a contained, organized and fully controllable load. Hence, 

a load bank can be further defined as a self-contained, unitized, systematic device 

which includes both load elements with control and accessory devices required for 

operation. Where the "real" load is served by the power source and uses the energy 

output of the source for some productive purpose, the load bank serves the power 

source, using its energy output to test, support or protect the power source. 

1.1 Types of Load B anks 

1.1.1 Resistive Load Bank 

A Resistive load bank is the most common type of load banks which proves 

equivalent loading of both generator and prime mover. That is, for each kilowatt of 

load applied to the generator by the load bank, an equal amount of load is applied to 

the prime mover by the generator. A resistive load bank, therefore, removes energy 

from the complete system; 

Load Bank from Generator -> Generator from Prime mover -> Prime mover from fuel 

Additional energy is removed as a consequence of resistive load bank operation: waste 

heat from coolant, exhaust and generator losses and energy consumed by accessory 

devices. The "load" of a resistive load bank is created by the conversion of electrical 

energy to heat by power resistors. This heat must be dissipated from the load bank, 

either by air or by water, by forced means or convection. 
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In a testing system, a resistive load simulates real-life resistive loads, such as lighting 

and heating loads as well as the resistive or unity power factor component of magnetic 

(motors, transformers) loads. 

1.1.2 Reactive Load Bank 

A reactive load includes inductive (lagging power factor) and/or capacitive (leading 

power factor) loads. Inductive loads consist of iron-core reactive elements which, 

when used in conjunction with a resistive load bank, create a lagging power factor 

load. Typically, the inductive load will be rated at a numeric value 75% that of the 

corresponding resistive load such that when applied together, a resultant 0.8 power 

factor load is provided. That is to say, for each lOOkW of resistive load, 75kVAR of 

inductive load is provided. Other ratios are possible to obtain other power factor 

ratings. Inductive loads are used to simulate real-life mixed commercial loads 

consisting of lighting, heating, motors, transformers, etc. 

With a resistive/inductive load bank, full power system testing is possible given the 

impact of reactive currents on generator/voltage regulator performance as well as 

effects on conductors and switchgear. 

1.2 Application of Load B anks 

Load testing is an important part of the proving of generating sets both at the time of 

manufacture and commissioning and later in the life of the set, as part of a managed 

maintenance plan. Load banks are used in the manufacturing plant and on site for 

acceptance tests, to prove that a generator will perform when needed, with its 

enclosure, cooling system, fuel and exhaust systems in place. 

Hence, most obvious use of load banks is testing of generators before they are put in 

to use. However, there are other applications, 

• To reduce "wet stacking" problems 

o This is a condition in diesel engines, where a portion of the fuel is 

passed to the stack without combustion. This phenomenon is likely 

to happen when generators run at a small percentage of its capacity. 

A load bank can be used to compensate the missingJaafL 



• Periodic exercising of stand-by engine generator sets 

• UPS system testing 

• Battery system testing 

• Ground power testing 

• Load optimization in prime power applications 

• Factory testing of turbines 

1.3 Load Testing Procedure at Colombo Dockyard PLC 

Colombo Dockyard P L C established its operations in 1974 and is now Sri Lankas' 

largest engineering facility in the business of ship repair, ship building, heavy 

engineering and offshore engineering. It is situated within the port of Colombo. 

In the new construction vessels of the Colombo Dockyard P L C , the load testing of 

generators plays a major role among the tests carried out on basin trial formats. The 

yard is currently constructing anchor handling tugs and passenger vessels where the 

installed generator capacities range from 500kW to 1600kW. 

1.3.1 Standard Load Testing Requirement 

Not only the basic load testing requirements but also the specific survey requirements 

make the load testing of the generators more specific. 

• Load endurance test: 

Load endurance test is performed to check the basic load handling capability of the 

generator and the prime mover. Normally, the generator is loaded up to 25% of its 

rated capacity for around 15 minutes, and then 15 minutes each at 50% and 100% 

loading. However, at 100% rated capacity most marine class surveyors require more 

than 60 minutes full load run of the generator. 

• Load sharing test: 

Load sharing test is performed to check the load sharing capability of the Main Switch 

Board (MSB) of the vessel when more than one generator is connected to the system. 
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Normal ly , 15 minu tes of running tests of each combina t ion of generators at 2 5 % , 

5 0 % , 7 5 % and 1 0 0 % of the total installed capaci ty is required as per the class surveys. 

• Governor trials: 

Genera tor trial test is per formed to check the transient behavior of the genera tors . 

1.3.2 Liquid Rheostat (Salt Water Rheostat) 

A liquid rheostat or salt water rheostat is a type of variable resistor. It consis ts of a 

tank containing br ine in which electrodes are submerged to create an electrical load. 

T h e electrodes m a y b e raised or lowered into the liquid to respectively decrease or 

increase the electrical resis tance of the load. T o stabilize the load, the mix ture mus t 

not be a l lowed to boil . They are still constructed for the commiss ion ing of large diesel 

generators . 

T h e simplest load b a n k is the l iquid rheostat shown in Figure 1.1, which is be ing used 

at C o l o m b o Dockya rd P L C . It consis ts of a tank in which copper e lec t rodes are 

submerged in to a solut ion of fresh water and seawater . The three e lec t rodes are 

moun ted in a m o v a b l e winch control led by an electrical motor with remote ly opera ted 

hois t ing and lower ing functions. Despi te its simplicity in const ruct ion and 

arrangement , l iquid rheostat has m a n y disadvantages . 

Figure 1.1: Liquid Rheostat Load Bank used in Colombo Dockyard 



1.3.3 Load Testing Procedure with Salt Water Rheostat 

First, the tank of the liquid rheostat is fdled with water. With the cables coming from 

the three phase terminals of the generator now connected to the three copper blades, 

the electrode arrangement is submerged in the water tank. Since fresh water is not a 

good conductor of electricity, salt water is added in the mean time. Excess water is 

allowed to overflow. The more the electrodes are submerged, the more the load 

applied on the generator set. The load can be increased by adding more salt water. 

However, water must not be allowed to boil as it may deteriorate the stability of the 

load. This method itself yields unstable loads. 

1.3.4 Drawbacks of a Salt Water Rheostat 

The major drawback of the liquid rheostat is that the load cannot be maintained 

without fluctuations. As the test progresses gas bubbles fonrung on the electrodes will 

hugely contribute to the varying effective resistance between the plates, ultimately 

changing the load. Additionally, large current densities across the plates will dissolve 

the electrodes in long term. Contact with seawater will corrode the electrodes faster. 

Therefore, even when the prevailing conditions are the same, at given two times, the 

load bank may not be able to mimic the same load. If the operator decides to halt the 

test temporarily and resume later, he may not be able to pick up from where he left 

due to this exact nature. 

In contrast with modern load banks, the salt water rheostat has the limitation of 

mobility while tests are in progress. The water level plays a crucial role on how deep 

the electrodes are submerged. The rolling effect aboard a sailing vessel will 

necessarily agitate the water and change the submerged area of the electrodes. Due to 

constant fluctuations in the load, much time is wasted on adjusting the load levels. 

When electrode arrangement is lowered or elevated, load drops or rises in 

considerable magnitudes. This may be overcome with the use of motors that are more 

sensitive. 

As the temperature increases, it has to be diminished with adding more water, which 

inevitably changes the content composition and consequently the load. Same situation 

applies when it comes to rainy days. During rain, the test cannot be conducted, as 
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rainfall will affect the composition unless otherwise the test is conducted in a closed 

area. 

Due to the safety concerns, the liquid rheostat is first fenced off to keep anyone from 

getting too close. In addition to this, as the engines remain in operation for the entire 

period, the cost on the fuel is enormous, which is the highest contributor to the cost 

per one test. 

Thus, due to instability of this arrangement much time is wasted which makes the 

simple liquid rheostat probably the least efficient means of conducting load tests on 

generator sets. 

1.3.5 Operational issues inherent to Colombo Dockyard 

• Inability to provide a specific percentage of the rated load required in the 

standard load test routine 

• Wastage of time and fuel in the load control durations 

• Inability to perform all governor trials related to the diesel engines 

• Losses due to the requirement of running generators more than the testing 

time. 

• Inability to perform the test in adverse weather conditions 

• Inability to perform the test during the sailing or afloat conditions 

• Inability to move the vessels during load testing 

1.4 Objectives 

This project focuses on a new design approach for the load testing procedure that is 

practiced in Colombo Dockyard and the main objectives can be mentioned as below. 

• To meet all load test requirements in a single package 

• To develop a model to simulate the automatic load controlling technique 

with the temperature variations available in modern load banks 

• To design a controllable, high performance, user friendly load bank 

• Save setting up time and man-hour consumption in ship building load 

testing procedure 

• Present an economically beneficial design proposal 
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1.5 Scope of the Project 

• Study on the available dry type load test equipments and their features 

• Research on available load controlling techniques in modern load banks 

• Developing a model to simulate the effect of temperature variations on 

load controlling 

• Present an initial design proposal for a dry type load bank with the required 

controllability and performance 

• Incorporate the safety features in to the design 

• Prepare a complete budget proposal with the quotations 

• Design and implementation of the control system with a pilot project 

• Analyze the economic aspects of the present load testing procedure 

• Do an economic comparison of the proposed system with the prevailing 

method at Colombo Dockyard 
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Chapter 2 

2 Modern Load Banks 

Most straightforward advantage of the modern load bank systems is that the operator 

has the full controllability over the load variation. Capability to operate under 

different power factors can be considered as an additional benefit, because the liquid 

rheostat operates at only unity power factor. The modern load banks can either be 

custom made or directly purchased. 

2.1 Load bank Details 

In size wise, the load bank can vary from one that can be hand carried to a one that 

needs a prime mover to transport. These can handle loads from several kilowatts to 

several megawatts. 

The load banks consist of resistive and reactive components, blowers and associated 

controls. According to the requirement, the cooling system may be air natural, air 

forced or water-cooled. The resistive elements are constructed using alloys that can 

last long. The reactive elements normally are of non-saturating iron core construction 

impregnated with high dielectric varnish. There may be data logging system and 

digital metering. These can be programmed to operate automatically. 

Automatic controls can be provided on load banks to facilitate the regular 

maintenance exercising of power sources. These automatic controls may include 

systems to apply and remove load bank elements to maintain a minimum load, start 

and stop cooling blowers, or remove the load bank from the power source in the event 

of a power failure. 

The load can be changed in steps of 5 k W or lOkW; this differs from model to model. 

Modern load banks are insulated and enclosed according to the standards. They need 

not be fenced off for safety, as a liquid rheostat would be. 
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2.2 Basic Components of a Dry Type Load Bank 

The dry type load bank basically consists of the main power dissipation components 

which may either resistive elements or reactive elements and the control system which 

governs the switching on and switching off of the main power elements. 

Control system comprises the main switching contactors which are able to handle 

around 20kW nowadays and the safety circuits. The contactors may be replaced with 

semi-conductor switching devices in advanced control topologies. 

The cooling system is the other major part which enables the heat dissipated from the 

power elements to be taken away. The efficiency of the cooling system should be such 

that it must keep the temperature around the power elements below maximum 

allowable temperatures specified by the manufacturers. The cooling can be forced air 

with rated blowers or water cooled with radiators. 

The protection circuit in combined with the control circuit provides the necessary 

interlocks and protection to safeguard the power elements and the users by limiting 

the short circuit possibilities and over temperature occurrences. 

2.2.1 Resistors / Power Resistors 

The primary characteristics of a resistor are the resistance, the tolerance, the maximum 

working voltage and the power rating. The other characteristics include temperature 

coefficient, noise, and inductance. The less well-known is the critical resistance, the 

value below which power dissipation limits the maximum permitted current, and 

above which the limit is applied voltage. The critical resistance is determined by the 

design, material and dimensions of the resistor. 

If the average power dissipated is more than the resistor can safely dissipate, the 

resistor may depart from its nominal resistance and may become damaged by 

overheating. Excessive power dissipation may raise the temperature of the resistor to a 

point where it burns out, which could cause a fire in adjacent components and 

material. The nominal power rating of a resistor is not the same as the power that it 

can safely dissipate in practical use. Air circulation, ambient temperature, and other 

factors can reduce acceptable dissipation significantly. The rated power dissipation 
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may be given for an ambient temperature of 25 °C in free air. Industrial power 

resistors differ from the available resistor types, basically from their high power 

dissipation capabilities and unique construction. 

2.2.2 Types of Resistors based on the Construction 

• Carbon composition 

• Carbon film 

• Thick and thin film 

• Metal film 

• Metal Oxide film 

• Wire wound 

• Foil resistor 

• Ammeter shunts 

• Grid resistor 

2.2.3 Power Wire Wound Resistors 

The Power Wire wound Resistors shown in Figure 2.1, are used when it is necessary 

to handle a lot of power. They will handle more power per unit volume than any other 

resistor. Some of these resistors are free wound similar to heater elements. These 

require some form of cooling in order to handle any appreciable amount of power. 

Some are cooled by fans and others are immersed in various types of liquid ranging 

from mineral oil to high density silicone liquids. 

The wire wound resistors are commonly made by winding a metal wire, usually 

nichrome, around a ceramic, plastic, or fiberglass core. The ends of the wire are 

soldered or welded to two caps or rings, attached to the ends of the core. The assembly 

is protected with a layer of paint, molded plastic, or an enamel coating baked at high 

temperature. Because of the very high surface temperature these resistors can 

withstand temperatures of up to 4450 °C. 
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Figure 2.1 : Power Wire Wound Resistor 

Industrial high power wire wound resistors are high temperature, high power non-

inductive resistor types generally coated with vitreous or glass epoxy enamel for use 

in resistance banks or DC motor/servo control and dynamic braking applications. The 

resistance wire is wound around a ceramic or porcelain tube covered with mica to 

prevent the alloy wires from moving when hot. The wire wound resistors are available 

in a variety of resistance and power ratings. 

To achieve the maximum power rating in the smallest package size, the core on which 

the windings are made must have a material with high heat conductivity. It may be 

Steatite, Alumina, Beryllium Oxide, or in some cases hard anodized Aluminium. 

Theoretically, the anodized Aluminium core has a better heat conductivity than any 

other insulated material, with Beryllium Oxide being very close. There are specific 

problems with the anodized Aluminium cores such as nicks in the coating, abrasion 

during capping and controlling the anodized thickness. 

There are various shapes like oval, flat, cylindrical, and most shapes are designed to 

optimize the heat dissipation. The more heat that can be radiated from the resistor, the 

more power that can be safely applied. 

Because wire wound resistors are coils they have more undesirable inductance than 

other types of resistor, although winding the wire in sections with alternately reversed 

direction can minimize inductance. Other techniques employ bifilar winding, or a flat 

thin former (to reduce cross-section area of the coil). For most demanding circuits 

resistors with Ayrton-Perry winding are used. 
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Figure 2.2 : Power Wire Wound Resistor Windings 

The types of windings in wire resistors mentioned in the Figure 2.2 are as follows: 

1 Common 

2 Bifilar 

3 Common on a Thin Former 

4 Ayrton-Perry 

2.2.3.1 Ayrton-Perry Winding 

This method adopts winding of two wires in parallel but opposite directions to give 

better cancellation of magnetic fields than is obtained with a single winding. 

Wire wound technology has long been known as a leading technology for power 

resistor needs. 

The most critical drawback with this technology is that it is inherentiy inductive. This 

is logical given that a wire wound inductor and a wire wound resistor is made with 

essentially the same materials and processes. This fact limits the use of wire wounds 

for applications with high switching speeds, which require low inductance. Now the 

same standard wire wounds can be used for these applications by using a non-

inductively wound version. This manufacturing method greatly reduces the inductance 

of any given resistor size and value combination, however it does not completely 

eliminate the inductance. A non-inductively wound wire wound has one winding in 

one direction and one in the other direction; known as Ayrton Perry winding. 
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2.2.4 Effect of Temperature Variations on Resistance 

The value of a resistor changes with changing temperature due to a change in the 

resistivity of the material caused by the changing activity of the atoms that make up 

the resistor. 

In conductors, the resistivity increases with the temperature, while in insulators this is 

the opposite. The materials used as practical insulators, like glass and plastic have 

only a slight drop in the resistivity at very high temperatures, hence, remain good 

insulators over all temperatures they are likely to encounter in use. 

The reasons for these changes in resistivity can be explained by considering the flow 

of current through the material. The flow of current is the movement of "free 

electrons" from one atom to another under the influence of an electric field. Electrons 

are very small negatively charged particles and will be repelled by a negative electric 

charge and attracted by a positive electric charge. Therefore, if an electric potential is 

applied across a conductor, electrons will "migrate" from atom to atom towards the 

positive terminal. 

The current flowing in the material is therefore due to the movement of "free 

electrons" and the number of free electrons within any material compared with those 

tightly bound to their atoms is what governs whether a material is a good conductor or 

a good insulator. 

The effect of heat on the atomic structure of a material is to make the atoms vibrate, 

and the higher the temperature, the more the vibration is. In a conductor, which 

already has a large number of free electrons flowing through it, the vibration of the 

atoms causes many collisions between the free electrons and the captive electrons. 

Each collision uses up some energy from the free electron and is the basic cause of 

resistance. More collisions result in higher resistance to current flow. 

In an insulator there are only few free electrons so that hardly any current can flow. 

With the increase in temperature, the atoms tend to vibrate and if the temperature is 

sufficient the atoms some captive electrons can get free, creating more free electrons 

to become carriers of current. Therefore, at high temperatures the resistance of an 

insulator can reduce. 
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If the resistance of the material increases with the temperature, that material is said to 

have a Positive Temperature Coefficient. If the resistance is reduced with the increase 

in temperature, the material is having a Negative Temperature Coefficient. 

Therefore, the materials chosen for the construction of resistors are carefully selected 

conductors that have a very low Positive Temperature Coefficient. In practical 

applications, the resistors will have only a slight increase in resistivity, and therefore 

the resistance, as the temperature increases. 
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Chapter 3 

3 Load Controlling Techniques 

Different load controlling techniques are adopted in modern load banks, such as, 

1. Linearly Switching 

2. Binary Switching 

3. Linearly Switching with Binary Tailing 

4. Linearly Switching with PWM Tailing 

3.1 Linearly Switching 

In the linearly switching load controlling technique, the total load is achieved by 

switching equal power elements (load resistances) in an incremental manner. Hence, 

the resolution of the load bank is the rating of one power element. The main drawback 

of this method is the inability to achieve a power levels within its resolution limits. To 

improve the resolution, more power elements with smaller ratings have to be used 

incurring cost and space. 

3.2 Binary Switching 

In binary switching technique, the power elements are rated in the values of two's 

power such asl, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc. The desired load is achieved by switching the 

combination of the binary components. This technique is normally used in load banks 

with lower power ratings, since the higher ratings require switching on of load 

elements with higher ratings demanding high capacity switching devices, contactors, 

etc. 

3.3 Linearly Switching with Binary Tailing 

The load is achieved by a combination of binary elements and linearly switching 

elements. When load banks with higher power ratings are considered, this technique is 

used to increase the resolution and to limit the capacity of switching devices, 

contactors, etc. 
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3.4 Linearly Switching with PWM Tailing 

In linearly switching with PWM tailing technique, a power controller with a Power 

Electronic Switching Device (PESD) is used to linearly switch the power elements to 

achieve the desired load and to compensate the variation of the load due to the 

variation of ambient conditions such as temperature there by. 

The applicability of the three above discussed load controlling techniques depends on 

the robustness of the cooling design as well as the required accuracy. 

3.5 Application of Power Controllers in Automatic Load Controlling 

The resistance of the load bank varies with the temperature and multitude of other 

transient parameters. The de-rating curve of a particular resistor, gives its resistance 

value at a given temperature. However, the temperature stated in the de-rating curve is 

the surface temperature of the resistor which is same as the surrounding ambient 

temperature. This temperature is dependent on the air flow provided by the cooling 

system of the load bank which is subjected to transient variations due to disturbances 

in the air flow pattern. 

The question of controlling the load bank at a specified load is primarily dependent on 

the cooling provided as well as the development of a controller to negotiate with 

transient variations. The purpose of the cooling system is to maintain the surface 

temperature of the resistors below the de-rating temperature by an appropriately 

designed cooling mechanism to transport heat energy to ambient. Any deviation of the 

values of resistors has to be compensated by a power controller. 

The power controller has to be designed using power electronic switching devices 

with an appropriate feedback controller system, in order to maintain the resistance of 

the load bank at a constant value, despite its marginal transient variations. For this, the 

controller should provide fast responses with free of oscillations to resistor variations. 

The switching device should be capable of handling the maximum power of the 

switching power element of the power controller. The switching frequency is selected 

such that it is at least ten times higher than the frequency of temperature variation and 

also to minimize the switching losses. 
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3.5.1 Operation of the Automatic Load Controller 

Figure 3.1 shows the circuit diagram of a load bank with an automatic power 

controller (PWM controller). 

Microcontroller 

Source 

Figure 3.1 - Load bank with an Automatic Power Controller 

Once, the desired power level is set, the power controller switch on the respective 

resistor combination and any variations of the desired load due to the temperature 

variations is compensated using PWM controlled power element. Instead of the power 

electronic devices the banks without the PWM switching can deploy any other 

actuator switch. 

The operation can be described using an example. The desired power output is taken 

as 20kW and the PWM controlled maximum power output is taken as 2kW. The 

rating of linear switching power elements is also taken as 2kW (R accounts for 2kW). 

Once the power value is set as 20kW in the Input Interface, the controller switches on 

ten numbers of 2kW power elements to cater the 20kW output. Any reduction in the 

load due to temperature variations is supplied by the PWM controlled power element. 

When the reduction of load due to temperature variation is higher than 2kW, which is 

beyond the PWM adjustable power, the controller switches on the next resistor 

element. Still, the total power is below 20kW, hence the balance has to be supplied by 

the PWM controlled element. If the temperature variation accounts for making 

required PWM controlled power to go beyond 2kW again, the controller has to switch 
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on the next power element. Similar controlling is happening in the reversed direction 

when the required power from the PWM controlled element reaches zero. 

3.6 Automatic Load Controlling Model 

A model was developed using MATLAB Simulink to simulate automatic load 

controlling technique. It shows how the effect of temperature on resistance is 

compensated using the controller action. The controlled action can be discussed using 

the developed model shown in Figure 3.2. 

L o o k - u p 
T j b l e - 1 

• o -

~o~50~| 

| ~OoW) 

P - S « t - P W M 

2 iy(iriooo) iy(iriooo) 

PWM-RtnsUnc* 

r - P W M L 

1 , 

""55351 

X | 0.001 

Figure 3.2 - Model for Automatic Load Controlling 

The model has three inputs, 

• Temperature : ambient temperature around the resistors, taken as 35°C 

• P-set : value of the desired load, set by the user, taken as 20kW 

• P-PWM : PWM controlled power value of the controller, set by the user, 

taken as 2kW 

When the required power value of the load bank is set in the user interface, the 

controller sets the P-set value accordingly by connecting the correct resistor 

combination. However, the corresponding power value will reduce due to derating of 

resistors with the increase in temperature. To account for this, the temperature around 

the connected resistors is taken as an input to the Look-Up Table-1 (Figure 3.3) which 

contains the temperature derating curve of the power resistQjt^Bpe^fcutput is the 
% 
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corresponding derated percentage load. The product of functions Fcn-1 and Fcn-2 

gives the total derated resistance. 

Block P a r a m e t e r s : Look-Up Tablt I 21 
- Look-Up Table 

Perform 1 -D linear interpolation of input values using the specified table. 
Extrapolation is performed outside the table boundaries. 

Parameters 
Vector of input values: 

|[-25 0 40 75 100125 150 175 200 275 ] 

Vector of output values: 

|[100 100 100 87 75 G5 55 45 35 0] 

I —----".Show additional parameters -

OK Cancel Help Apply 

Figure 3.3 - Look-Up Table-1 

The corrected power is calculated considering the derated resistance value, using the 

function Power, and compared with the P-set value. The error is fed to the PUD 

controller. 

The derated resistance of the PWM controlled power element at the given temperature 

is also calculated using the derated curve in Look-Up Table-1 as discussed above and 

the product of function Fcn-1 and Fcn-4. The corrected power is calculated using the 

function Power PWM and multiplied by the PLD output to get the controlled PWM 

power output. The result is fed back to tiie PLD input to get the error signal. In this 

way, the PLD controller compensates the derated power of the load bank with the 

PWM controlled power element. 

The model shown in Figure 3.2, uses the temperature around the resistor as 35°C 

hence no derating is present. Due to this reason, the PWM controlled power element is 

not required. 

Figure 3.4 shows the case where the temperature is 60°C. In here, the PWM 

controlled power is used to maintain the power set value. 
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Figure 3 .4- Automatic Load Controlling with PWM Controlled Power Element 

The function Fcn-3 monitors the PID output. If the PID output reaches to a level 

where the PWM controlled power out put requirement is more than 2kW, then it 

connects an additional power element to get 2kW load to maintain the set power. The 

system again calculates the corrected power due to temperature increase and the 

balance, which is now below 2kW, is supplied by the PWM controlled element. The 

process continues by adding 2kW power elements with the increase in temperature 

and removing 2kW power elements with the decrease in temperature. The addition of 

a power element is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Look-Up 
T«bl«-1 

( V 

[ 8041 
2 1/(in ooo) 2 1/(in ooo) 

PWM-Rewitanot 

L * f > Praduct-2 Pomr-PWM 

46.001 

*Ui 
| 6.621 

X | 6.041 X 

Figure 3.5 - Automatic Load Controlling with Additional Switching ON of Power Elements 
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The functions used in the model discussed are as follows, 

• Fcn-1 = 230 A 2 / (0.01 * u) 
• Fcn-2 =1 / (u * 1000) 
• Fcn-3 = User defined control logic for the resistor switching. 
• Fcn-4 =l/(u * 1000) 
• Power =(230 A 2 / u) / 1000 
• Power PWM =(230 A 2 / u) /1000 

where, u is the input. 



Chapter 4 

4 Fan Cooled Resistive Load Bank Design Proposal 

The new load bank design strictly focuses on eliminating the practical difficulties 

encountered in the load tests performed at Colombo Dockyard with the conventional 

liquid rheostat load bank. In addition, the design incorporates specific safety features 

that are not commonly available in the commercially available load banks. 

4.1 Capacity Selection 

Table 4.1 depicts the load tests done from the year 2009 to present and the future 

requirement up to year 2012. 

Year Vessels 
Total Load testing Capacities 

(kW) 

Maximum Test Capacity 

(kW) 

2009 

NC-209 1,500 1,500 

2009 NC-211 3,800 1,600 2009 

NC-212 3,800 1,600 

2010 

NC-210 1,500 1,500 

2010 NC-215 4,200 1,600 2010 

NC-216 4,200 1,600 

2011 

NC-217 4,200 1,600 

2011 
NC-218 4,200 1,600 

2011 
NC-219 4,000 

2011 

NC-220 4,000 

2012 
NC-222 3,800 

2012 
NC-223 3,800 

Table 4.1: New Construction Projects Details -CDPLC 

Considering the future requirement and the economical aspects, the capacity of the 

load bank for the design proposal was taken as 1800kW keeping a 200kW expandable 

option. 
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4.2 Load Bank Ratings 

The basic ratings of the load bank can be listed as below. 

(a) Capacity 

(b) Power Factor 

1800kW 

1.0 

(c) Load Steps 

(d) Voltage 

(e) Frequency 

(f) Ambient Temperature 

6 kW resolution 

440 V 3 phase 

50\60 Hz 

20° to 45° C 

(g) Duty Cycle 

(h) Control Voltage 

Continuous 

230V 

4.3 Size and the enclosure 

The size of the load bank has to be maintained as minimum as possible specially, for 

the easy handling and for the requirement of performing load tests on board. The basic 

disadvantage of the present system is that the cables connecting from the main bus 

bars to the load bank are routed from vessel to the pier. Hence, during the load testing 

times the vessel cannot be moved without disconnecting the cables. 

On the other hand, the space available onboard during the testing time is marginal 

hence, reducing the size of the load bank is also important. 

The enclosure must be designed with a roof so that the equipment is not getting wet 

under rainy conditions. 

4.4 Size and Resistor Composition Limitations 

The size of the load bank is greatly dependant on the resistor composition. On the 

other hand, the ratings of the resistors determine the contactor sizes. 

Figure 4.1 shows a wire wound resistor specifications from a manufacturer. 
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Figure 4.1 : Silicon Coated Wire-Wound Power Resistor with mounting fixture 
(MF Power Resistor Ltd, http://www.mf-powerresistor.com) 

As can be seen from the Figure 4.1, the size of the resistors is not linearly related with 

the kW rating. Selecting higher resistive components will reduce the spacing taken by 

the resistors and also make the circuitry less complex though the contactor ratings and 

cost become higher. 

r 
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However, the cost of the resistors in the higher kW ratings does not differ much 

compared with the cost comparison of contactors. Hence, selecting higher rated 

resistors is always advantageous. 

In addition, the generator capacities are different from vessel to vessel. Hence, the 

load bank must be able to designate the standard percentages of the rated loads using 

the available resistor combinations. On the other hand the load bank must be able to 

add or deduct the minimum load resolution (6kW). 

4.5 Resistor Composition and Arrangement 

Considering all limitations, the resistor composition in the Table 4.2 has been adopted. 

Res is to r V a l u e ( k W ) N o o f res is tors T o t a l ( k W ) 

20 81 1,620 

10 12 120 

5 9 45 

2 9 18 

L o a d b a n k C a p a c i t y 1,803 

Table 4.2: Resistor Composition 

This combination provides the flexibility of getting any load combination that would 

be required in the generator load testing plus the balance of resistors. 

The dimension details of the selected resistors can be seen in Figure 4.2. 

Dimension in nun: R A B C H P E G ( 

Tolerance: +/- mm 1 5 5 1 3 3 1 1 1 

5000W 100 500 620 99 185 50 15 8 8 

10,OOOW 150 600 625 150 350 100 30 8 10 

20.000W 150 1000 1030 150 350 100 30 8 10 

Figure 4.2 : Silicon Coated Wire-Wound Power Resistor with mounting fixture (MF Power 
Resistor Ltd, http://www.mf-powerresistor.com) . 
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4.6 Resistor De-rating Curve and the Ambient Temperature 

The resistor power ratings are normally specified at 25°C in data sheets and must be 

reduced as the resistor temperature increases. A de-rating chart is often used (Figure 

4.3), with de-rating starting at 40°C; however, wire wound resistors may operate up to 

125°C before any de-rating is required. Since, the parameters are application 

dependent, power de-rating curves or charts should be considered general rather than 

absolute, and only used as a guideline. 

The safest designs use the largest physical size operating at conservative temperatures 

and power ratings. 

100, , 

^ 8 0 

— 
v 40 

| » 2 0 

O l 
-25 0 

Figure 4.3 : Resistor De-rating Curve for Silicon Coated Wire-Wound Power Resistor with 
mounting fixture (MF Power Resistor Ltd, http://www.mf-powerresistor.com) 

The manufacturer has provided the following details regarding the Silicon Coated 

Wire-Wound Power Resistors. 

When the resistor is at full loading, resistor surface temperature can be up to 250°C to 

400°C. If the resistor surface temperature can be kept lower than 150°C to 200°C, the 

resistor service life can be extended. 

External force cooling fans or cooling system can lower the resistor surface 

temperature. 

Hence, the temperature of 40°C is decided as the ambient temperature that should be 

kept for the durability and also to avoid the de-rating of the resistors. 
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4.7 Resistor Arrangement 

The resistors are arranged in such a way that the cooling can be done in unit wise. 

Each unit is having three numbers of resistors for three phases and switching on of the 

specific resistor set will also switch on the corresponding blower dedicated to the 

resistor set. This way the cooling is managed so that the increase of load automatically 

increases the cooling. 

Figure 4.4 shows one unit consists of three resistors. The blower is mounted in the 

side face perpendicular to the resistor axis. 

600mm 

< • 
600mm 

Figure 4.4: Resistor Unit 

The size of the maximum rated resistors is taken for the dimensions as a common size 

for sizing all blowers. 

As can be seen from the figure the blower diameter for all the units is ranging 550-

600mm keeping the blower housing and frame dimensions within the unit . 

There are altogether 111 resistors and hence, 37 units. The units are assembled as 

shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4 .5 : Power Resistor Arrangement 

Dimensions of the total unit fall around 3600mm x 4200mm x 1100mm. 

4.8 Cooling System 

The forced cooling air is provided with axially blow high speed blowers that are 

specifically selected with the resistor arrangement and the kW dissipation. 

4.8.1 Airflow Formula for Thermal Design 

The formula given in Figure 4.6 calculates the airflow required when the temperature 

rise and heat dissipated in watts is known. 
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Qv A T 
or 

1.76 H 
A T 

Ch 
Q2 

H 
AT 

Airflow required in nr/min 
Airflow required in Cubic Feet/min 

Heat dissipated in watts 
Temperature rise above inlet t e m p ; C 

Figure 4.6 : Airflow Formula - Thermal Design 

4.8.2 Blower Specifications for the 60kW Unit 

The temperature around the resistors is specified as 40°C and the ambient temperature 

is considered as 31°C. 

The temperature rise : 4 0 o C - 3 1 o C = 9 o C 

Heat dissipation in watts = 60,000 

• J 3 , • 0 .05xi f 0.05x60000 „ . „ 3 . . Airflow requu-ed m /min Ql = = = 333.33m /min 
AT 9 

4.8.3 Blower Specifications for the 30kW Unit 

The temperature around the resistors is specified as 40°C and the ambient temperature 

is considered as 31°C. 

The temperature rise = 4 0 ° C - 3 1 ° C = 9°C 

Heat dissipation in watts = 30,000 

A v n • a i i • ™ 0 0 5 x i / 0.05x30000 , , , , , 3 / . Airflow required m3/min Q l = = 166.66m /mm 
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4.8.4 Blower Specifications for the 15kW Unit 

The temperature around the resistors is specified as 40°C and the ambient temperature 

is considered as 31°C. 

The temperature rise = 40°C - 31 °C = 9°C 

Heat dissipation in watts = 15,000 

. . _ . , . 0 .05xtf 0.05x15000 _ Q 3 / . 
Airflow required m3/min Ql = = = 83.33m /mm 

AT 9 

4.8.5 Blower Specifications for the 6kw Unit 

The temperature around the resistors is specified as 40°C and the ambient temperature 

is considered as 31°C. 

The temperature rise = 40°C - 31 °C = 9°C 

Heat dissipation in watts = 6,000 

A-fi - a i/ • m 0 0 5 x H 0 0 5 x 6 0 0 0 3 / • Airflow required m3/mm Ql = 33.33m /mm 
AT 9 

4.9 Blower Composition 

As per the airflow requirements the blower composition is mentioned in Table 4.3 

with the actual figures of a manufacturer. 

A i r f l o w 

( m ' / m i n ) 

Blower Power Rating, 
: (kW) 

Quant i ty 

333.33 3 27 

166.66 1.5 4 

83.33 0.55 3 

33.33 0.37 3 

Table 4.3 : Blower Composition 
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4.10 Contactor Selection 

The rated currents can be tabulated as shown in Table 4.4 for each resistor unit 

considering the maximum operating voltage as 440V. 

Resistor un i t power Rated current 

(kW) (A) 

60 78.73 

30 39.36 

15 19.68 

6 7.87 

Table 4.4: Resistor Unit Currents 

The three pole contactors are selected based on the above current ratings giving a 20% 

margin and the requirement is given in Table 4.5. 

Contactor Rating Quant i ty 

(A) 

100 27 

50 4 

25 3 

10 3 

Table 4.5: Resistor Unit Contactor Composition 

The blower contactors are selected as per the power ratings supplied by the 

manufacturer as shown in Table 4.6. 

Contactor Rating 

(A) 
Quant i ty 

5 27 

3 4 

2 3 

1 3 

Table 4.6: Blower Contactor Composition 
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4.11 Power Circuit 

The circuit diagram of the load bank power circuit is given in Figure 4.7. The power 

circuit consists of the main power contactors, resistor units, blowers, blower 

contactors and the overload protection. Additionally, the control power is derived with 

the step down transformer connected to the incoming line. 

The resistors in one unit are connected in delta so that the voltage applied across a 

resistor becomes 440V. Switching on of the respective contactor adds the resistor unit 

load to the total. In addition the corresponding blower is also switched on. 

As all blowers are of 440V AC, the blowers are also fed from the main incoming. The 

component numbering is done as shown in the figure. 

Each resistor unit is protected by the rated branch fuses with the same rating as the 

contactor rating for any short circuit hazard. The blower protection is provided with 

the thermal overloads in combine with the control circuit. 
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Figure 4.7 : Load Bank Power Circuit 



4.12 Control System 

The control voltage is selected as 230V and derived from the main supply connected 

to the load bank through a 440V/230V step down transformer. Hence, all the 

contactors, indications, alarms etc are of 230V operation. 

4.12.1 The Operational Modes 

The load bank control is designed to operate the bank in three different modes. The 

mode is selected by the selector switches SWI and SW2 in Figure 4.8. 
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4.12.2 Normal Operation 

In normal operation, the SW1 is kept at No. 1 position and hence, the SW2 is not 

operational. When the SW1 is in No. 1 position the START 1 push button is active 

and the turn on of the START 1 operates the contactor Q1(Q2 and Q3 interlocks are 

inactive) and as a result the control power is available to point B from Point A. 

This enables to switch on of starting resistor unit of each resistor group. Hence, the 

START 1 is the system enabling switch in normal mode. 

At start the operator can switch on any of the switches from S1-6KW, Sl-15kW, S l -

30kW and Sl-60kW depending on the initial load requirement. But when the operator 

needs to switch on any of the group resistor the first unit must be switch on to proceed 

in the same group as the resistor switching is interlocked within each group starting 

from the first one. The interlock is designed by providing a series contact to the 

resistor control path from the previous contactor. This provides a systematic increment 

of the load avoiding unnecessary load additions and hence, the desired load can be 

achieved by selecting the suitable combination. 

4.12.3 Master Load Switch Operation (Up to 50% of Full Load) 

This mode is specifically designed for the sudden loading of generators up to 50% of 

their rated capacity for the requirement of governor trials. In this mode the SW1 is 

kept in No. 2 position and hence, the SW2 is active and kept at position No. 1. Thus 

the system enabling function of START 1 is also blocked. This holds the contactor Q4 

and thus by passing all load step interlocks between the resistor units and resistor 

blower interlocks provided from Q4 only. Q4 accounts for 50% of the total load 

capacity of the bank giving the provision to load any capacity below the half rated full 

load of the bank. The load required can be set by initially switching on the respective 

resistor units interlocked by Q4. On the other hand Q3 control path is not energized in 

this mode. 
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4.12.4 Master Load Switch Operation (Up to 50% of Full Load and then from 
50% to 100%) 

This mode enables the load bank to load a generator instantly up to its 50% rated load 

and again from 50% to 100% rated value. For this mode the SW1 is kept at No. 2 

position and SW2 is also put in to the No. 2 position. 

This time the contactor Q5 is energized and hence, all the interlocks provided by Q5 

will be bypassed. In addition to that the control path of contactor Q2 is energized and 

hence, the START 2 button is enabled. 

Then for the initial 50% loading the operator can switch on selector switches of the 

resistors which are bypassed from Q5 and this set accounts for 50% of the total load. 

Then the START 2 button can be operated to instantly load the initial 50% of rated 

load. 

This time as Q2 get hold, the Q3 control path gets energized. Hence, pressing the 

START 3 button will hold the contactor Q3 and then Q4. This will bypass all the 

interlocks provided by Q4 and hence, if the respective resistor selection switches 

(interlocked by Q4) were switched on then that will instantly load the second 50% 

load. 

This way the generator governor trials can be fully tested. 

4.13 Protection Features 

Following special protection techniques have been adopted in the circuit to make sure 

all the components and operators are safe at the load bank operation apart from the 

basic thermal overload and fuse link protections. 

4.13.1 Emergency Stop 

Emergency stop button provides instant switching off of every control element in any 

mode in a common button. 
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4.13.2 Load Step Interlock 

The load step interlock is provided only for the normal operation of the load bank. In 

each resistor group the starting resistor is not included in this interlock so that operator 

can start from any of the unit size. But the switching on of the remaining resistor units 

is always followed by the previous resistor unit of the same starting from the first one. 

This enables the systematic incremental loading. 

The interlock is provided by adding a series contactor to the control line from the 

previous contactor. 

4.13.3 Ventilation Interlock 

The ventilation interlock feature is also added for the normal operation only. 

Switching on of the resistor unit is interlocked with the corresponding blower 

contactor operation such that without the blower operation the resistor is not 

energized. This feature always ensures that the resistor unit gets the proper cooling. 

4.13.4 Mode Interlock 

The mode interlock feature ensures that the load bank is operated only in the selected 

mode. Initially, the SW1 decided whether the system is operated in normal mode or in 

the other modes. When SW1 is selected for other modes the SW2 decides whether it is 

mode 2 or 3. 

When SW2 is selected to mode 2 then only the START2 button is energized and there 

is no possibility of energizing the START 3 button. 

On the other hand, when SW2 is selected to mode 3, only START 2 is energized. For 

the mode 3 START 3 button operation, the START 2 button needs to be operated. 

For the additional safety the mode contactors Q l , Q2 and Q3 are interlocked from 

their own contacts. 

4.13.5 Endurance Changeover 

Endurance changeover is added to ensure the durability of the resistor units. In normal 

mode the initially switched on resistor units may experience the highest operational 

time. That will adversely affect the resistor life time. With the endurance changeover 
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the initially switched on resistor unit will be replaced by a same rated resistor unit 

which is least possible to switch on. The feature is controlled by a timer and the 

changeover time will be the timer setting (30mint etc.) 

4.14 Control Indications 

Indications are provided in such a way that the operator is well aware of the mode he 

is operating and the position of a selected mode. The indications are listed below. 

4.14.1 Source Indication 

The SOURCE indication can be seen when the main power is connected and available 

after the isolator. 

4.14.2 Mode Indication and Mode Standby Indication 

Each mode is indicated via the indication lamps. When SW1 is in No. 1 position (i.e. 

mode 1), the indication MODE-1 will illuminate after making the switch START - 1 . 

For mode 2 and 3, the operator can see which mode he has selected when he puts the 

SW2 switch in position lor 2. When SW2 is in position No. 1, the MODE-2-STBY 

indication will appear. Then after the instant loading through the button START-2 the 

indication MODE-2 appears to indicate the loading. When SW2 is in position 2, the 

indication MODE-3-STBY appears to indicate that the mode 3 is selected. Then after 

each loading steps the indications MODE-3-1 and MODE-3-2 appear for the button 

START-2 and START-3 operations respectively. 

4.14.3 Resistor Unit Indication 

Switching on of each resistor unit will indicate in a dedicated indication lamp marked 

as 6kW-l to 6kW-3 for each 6kW resistor units, 15kW-l to 15kW-l to 15kW-3 for 

each 15kW resistor units, 30kW-l to 30kW-4 for each 30kW resistor units and 60kW-

1 to 60kW-27 for each 60kW resistor units. 
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4.15 Bill of Material (BOM) for the Design 

The bill of material was prepared considering the major components only, omitting 

the mechanical structures and the accessories available at Colombo Dockyard. 

The prices are based on the quotations received from the suppliers. The quoted 

amounts are in the higher margins without any negotiations or high volume discounts 

and hence, considered to be the maximum and not the minimum. 
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Bill of Materials 

Type: Res is t ive load bank of capac i ty 1800kW 
Customer: CDPLC 
No of Units: 1 

Material Description Unit Qty 
Unit 
Price 
US$ 

Cost 
US$ % 

MAJOR MATERIALS XXX 
1 Power Resistors DQR-F Series 20kW Nos. 81 410.00 33210.0 36.46% 
2 Power Resistors DQR-F Series 10kW Nos. 12 280.00 3360.0 3.69% 
3 Power Resistors DQR-F Series 5kW Nos. 9 95.00 855.0 0.94% 
4 Power Resistors DQR-F Series 2kW Nos. 9 50.00 450.0 0.49% 
5 3 Pole Contactor 440V-100A Nos. 27 120.00 3240.0 3.56% 
6 3 Pole Contactor 440V -50A Nos. 4 48.00 192.0 0.21% 
7 3 Pole Contactor 440V -25A Nos. 3 37.00 111.0 0.12% 
8 3 Pole Contactor 440V-10A Nos. 3 30.00 90.0 0.10% 
9 Axial Blower 333.33 m3/min ,1682rpm,3kW Nos. 27 1381.00 37287.0 40.94% 
10 Axial Blower 166.66m3/min, 1690rpm,1kW Nos. 4 1212.00 4848.0 5.32% 
11 Axial Blower 83.33m3/min ,1645rpm,0.55kW Nos. 3 930.00 2790.0 3.06% 
12 Axial Blower 33.33m3/min,1680rpm,0.37kW Nos. 3 809.00 2427.0 2.66% 
13 3 Pole Contactor 440V -5A Nos. 27 10.00 270.0 0.30% 
14 3 Pole Contactor 440V -3A Nos. 4 10.00 40.0 0.04% 
15 3 Pole Contactor 440V -2A Nos. 3 10.00 30.0 0.03% 
16 3 Pole Contactor 440V-1A Nos. 3 10.00 30.0 0.03% 
17 Thermal Overload 440V -5A Nos. 27 25.00 675.0 0.74% 
18 Thermal Overload 440V -3A Nos. 4 25.00 100.0 0.11% 
19 Thermal Overload 440V -2A Nos. 3 25.00 75.0 0.08% 
20 Thermal Overload 440V-1A Nos. 3 25.00 75.0 0.08% 

CONTROL SYSTEM 
1 Contactor relays 220V Single phase AC -5A ,NC/NO Nos. 42.0 10.00 420.0 0.46% 
2 Indication lamps 220V Single phase 1W Nos. 45.0 0.50 22.5 0.02% 
3 Rotary switches 220V, 2-pole, 5A Nos. 42.0 1.00 42.0 0.05% 
4 3 way switches 220V, 2-pole, 5A Nos. 2.0 3.00 6.0 0.01% 
5 Contactor adder blocks 5N0+5NC Nos. 15.0 5.00 75.0 0.08% 
6 Cartridge fuses 100A Nos. 81.0 2.00 162.0 0.18% 
7 Cartridge fuses 50A Nos. 12.0 2.00 24.0 0.03% 
8 Cartridge fuses 25A Nos. 9.0 2.00 18.0 0.02% 
9 Cartridge fuses 10A Nos. 9.0 2.00 18.0 0.02% 
10 Push button 5A,2-pole Nos. 4.0 1.00 4.0 0.00% 
11 Transformer 1kVA, 440V/220V Nos. 1.0 100.00 100.0 0.11% 

Total Cost $ 91,074.94 

Table 4.7: Bill of Material for the Load Bank 
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Chapter 5 

5 Cost analysis on the Liquid Rheostat Load Testing at CDPLC 
- Case Study of NC210 Passenger Vessel 

The liquid rheostat is used for the load testing purposes at Colombo Dockyard and the 

cost involved in this method has not been investigated. Hence, this case study focuses 

calculating the actual cost involved in a load test and obtaining the standard unit cost 

value based on the recent tests preformed. 

The vessel NC 210 is a passenger craft delivered by the yard in the year 2010. The 

tests were performed in the highest standards to collect the accurate details. 

5.1 Vessel Generator Specifications 

The NC210 passenger craft contains three generators and one emergency generator 

with the capacities as given in Table 5.1. 

Generator Type * Capacity Quant i ty 

Main Generator 500kW 3 

Emergency Generator lOOkW 1 

Table 5.1: Generator Specifications -NC210 

5.1.1 Test Types and Durations 

Table 5.2 describes the tests that were performed and the test durations specified by 

the vessels survey classes (LR and IRS). 

Test Type 
Test Durat ion 

(Hour) 
Repetit ions 

Total Test 
Durat ion (Hours) 

Main Generator load Test 1 2 6 

Main Generator Load S h a r i n g -
Two at a t ime 

1.5 2 3 

Main Generator Load Sha r i ng -A l l 
three 

0.5 2 1 

Emergency Generator Load Test 1 2 2 
Governor Trials 0.25 2 0.5 

TOTAL TEST DURATION 12.5 

Table 5.2: Test Types and Durations 
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As per the requirement, the total test duration is 11 hours for the complete tests in the 

vessel NC210. All tests need to be performed after installation and healthy operation 

and witnessed by the vessels class surveyors. The number of repetitions is for the 

initial test and for the survey witnesses. 

Generators are loaded up to 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% from the rated capacities for 

15 minute durations for the main load test. The one hour given in Table 5.2 is an 

accumulated test time for all these durations. 

Minimum 5 to 10 minute duration is permitted for the load sharing. Governor trials are 

just instant loading and de-loading hence, the test duration accounts only for the 

setting up and operation time. 

During this whole period, the generators are in running condition. 

5.2 Generator Loading and Energy Generation during the Tests 

The energy generation is calculated for the main generator related tests only in order 

to simplify the calculations. The details are tabulated below. The fuel consumption of 

the generator is a major cost account for the total cost and normally given in g/kWh. 

Hence, the energy calculation is essential for the total cost calculation. 

5.3 Major Cost Components 

The major cost components involved in the liquid rheostat load test method are, 

• Fuel Cost 

• Man-hour cost 

• Water Cost 

5.3.1 Fuel Cost Calculation 

The manufacturer has given the generator fuel consumption in grams per energy 

consumption (g/kWh), hence the actual energy consumption needs to be calculated for 

the test. For the energy calculation the test durations given in Table 5.3 are 

considered. 
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Test Test Descript ion Test Durat ion (Hour) 

A Ma in Generator load Test 1 

B Ma in Generator Load Sharing - T w o at a t i m e 
1.5 

C Ma in Generator Load Sharing - All th ree 0.5 

Table 5.3: Test Types and Durations for the Fuel Cost 

Based on the above total duration the energy consumption in each test is calculated as 

shown in Table 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, taking the actual loading capacities and loading times 

of each generator in the testing duration. 

Test A 

DG operat ion Capacities (kW) Vs t i m e (Min 

0-15 15-30 30-45 45-60 Energy (kWh) 

DG-1 125 250 375 500 312.5 

DG-2 125 250 375 500 312.5 

DG-3 125 250 375 500 312.5 

Total 937.5 

Table 5.4: Test-A Energy Consumption 

Test B for DG1 and DG2 

DG operat ion Capacities (kW) Vs t i m e (Min) 

0-8 8-16 16-24 24-32 Energy (kWh) 

DG-1 125 250 375 500 167 

DG-2 125 250 375 500 167 

Total = 333 

Table 5.5: Test-B Energy Consumption 

T e s t e 

DG opera t ion Capacities (kW) Vs t i m e (Min) 

0-8 8-16 16-24 24-32 Energy (kWh) 

DG-1 125 250 375 500 167 

DG-2 125 250 375 500 167 

DG-3 125 250 375 500 167 

Total = 500 

Table 5.6: Test-C Energy Consumption. 

The final fuel cast can be calculated as shown in Table 5.7, considering the test 

repetition. 



DIESEL COST CALCULATION 

Total Energy consumption of the main generators during the test 4875 kWh 

Diesel price (per liter) 73 Rs 

Diesel consumption 206 g/kWh 

Density of diesel 850 g/l 

Diesel cost for the test durations only 86,247.35 Rs 

Test duration for the tests only. 10 Hours 

Actual test duration experienced 18 Hours 

Average loading considering the test durations only 487.5 kW 

Actual energy Consumption during the test 8775 kWh 

Diesel Cost for the Actual test 155,245.24 Rs 

Table 5.7: Diesel Cost Calculation 

5.3.2 Man Hour Cost Calculation 

Man-hour cost is calculated based on the man-hour involvement during the actual 
testing period. 

The standard man-hour costs are given below. 

Industrial Worker Rs. 104.17 
Supervisor Rs. 208.33 
Engineer Rs. 333.33 

The set up cost can be calculated with these figures. 

Men needed 5 
Time 
consumption 3 
Man-hours 15 

Hence, the set up cost (approx.) = Rs. 104.17x15 

= Rs. 1.563 

Man-hour requirement during the test time is given below. 

Electrical 
workers 3 
Mechanical 1 
Engineers 1 

Duration of the test (hours) = 1 0 
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Hence, the test conducting cost can be calculated. 

For electrical = Rs. 104.17x(2x 10) + 208.33x 10 = Rs. 4,167 
For mechanical = Rs. 104.17x( 10) = Rs. 1,041.67 
For engineers = Rs. 333.33x10 = Rs. 3,333.33 

Total conducting cost = Rs. 4.167 + 1,042 + 3,334 = Rs. 8.543 

Total Man-hour Cost for the test = Rs. 1,563. + 8,543 = Rs. 10.105 

5.3.3 Wate r Cost Calculation 

The amount of fresh water usage in the load test is considered as three times the tank 

capacity. Fixed cost components are neglected considering the low usage proportion. 

Water unit cost = 65 Rs./m3 

Tank Capacity = 5.4m3 

Water cost (Approximately) = 65 x 5.4 x 3 

= Rs. 1,054 

5.3.4 Cost Composition 

Based on the results, the cost composition can be illustrated with a pie chart as shown 

in Figure 5.1. 

Water Cost Rs. 1,054 
Diesel Cost Rs. 155,245 
Man-hour Cost Rs. 10,105 

Grand Total Rs. 166,535 

Diesel Cost, 
155,245, 93% 

Water Cost, 
1054, 1% 

• Manhour Cost, 
10105, 6% 

Figure 5.1 : Load Test Cost Composition 
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5.4 Cost Saving for the Proposed Resistor Type Load Bank 

As can be seen in the major cost composition shown in Figure 5.1, the cost of fuel and 

the cost of man-hour play an important role. Saving on these major components would 

accounts for the reduction of total cost. 

The introduction of a dry type load bank will eliminate the water cost completely 

which accounts for 1% of the total cost. The man-hour requirement can also be 

reduced from around 20-30%. However, the most important factor is the reduction of 

fuel consumption. 

Extracting from the Fuel cost calculation data, 

Cost saving from the reduced fuel consumption ~ Rs. 69,000 (41%) 

Hence, the optimum cost saving can be taken as 30-40% from the current load testing 

procedure with liquid type rheostat. 

5.4.1 Pay Back Period for a New Dry Type Load Bank 

Based on the design perusal and the market research, the price of a resistive load bank 

in the capacity range l,600kW to l,800kW is found to be around 6 to 8 Million 

Rupees depending on the manufacture. The payback period can be calculated 

considering an average Rs.70,000 as the investment and the calculated saving from 

one vessel with an average of five vessel delivery per year. 

The calculated payback period of a new resistive load bank is around 15-20 years. . 
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Conclusion 

The main focus in this project was to propose a dry type load bank design for 

generator load testing procedure in place of liquid type rheostat commonly used in 

industry. At the same time the project analyses the automatic load controlling 

techniques available in modern load banks. 

A MATLAB Simulink model was developed to analyze the effect of the temperature 

in the set load value of a resistor load bank. The model was combined with a power 

controller circuit where the controller undertakes the functions of the model. 

The main function of the model is to calculate the derating of the total load and 

compensate that with a PWM controlled power element in an automatic controller 

action. When the deration is higher than the PWM controlled power, the controller 

automatically switches on the next power element. The derating is again calculated for 

the new combination and compensated by the PWM controller. Addition of power 

element in this way can be continued to account for the derated power such that the 

balance can be compensated by the PWM controlled power element. 

The load testing procedure with liquid type salt water rheostat practiced at Colombo 

Dockyard for generator load testing was studied for this research. The major 

drawbacks of the liquid type load testing procedure were the inability to maintain and 

set accurate load settings and longer setting up durations. This requires the generators 

to be in operation for a longer period than the testing duration. In practical situation, 

the additional duration is not only for the setting up time but also for contingencies 

such as early water preparation, waiting for survey witness etc. The governor response 

trial cannot be conducted using the current setup where the requirement is to load the 

generators from 0 to 50% and from 50 to 100% of the rated load instantly. 

Time taken for load testing is critical at the outset of a generator commissioning. The 

equipment and staff are exposed to high risk when liquid rheostats are used for the 

generator load testing. Hence, doing the test in any weather condition and in fastest 

possible time with minimum manpower and minimum risk become necessary for ship 

building projects. 
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The new design is able to meet all the load test requirements in a single package 

eliminating critical practical difficulties, time wastages in a more user friendly and 

controllable manner with economic benefits. 

The capacity of the load bank was selected as 1800kW, considering the required 

capacities for the tests carried out recently and investigating the future projects. The 

increase in the capacity adversely affects the size and cost of the load bank. A 

provision was kept to increase the capacity by adopting a separate unit at an extra cost 

and increase in size. 

The wire wound power resistors were selected as the best option to use in the load 

bank as they have more power per unit volume than any other available resistor type, 

hence reduce the overall size of the bank. The resistor arrangement was decided such 

that the space taken up by a single three phase resistor unit is minimized and permitted 

easy cable routing for the resistor connections through the mounting bar. 

The cooling requirement is a major concern regarding the power resistors. The 

maximum operating temperature for the power resistors given by the manufacturer is 

200°C. However, derating of the resistors takes place at around 40°C according to the 

relevant derating curve. Hence, the operating temperature was maintained at 40°C. 

For this, separate blowers were provided for each resistor unit. The blower size was 

decided considering the resistor unit with maximum size. At the implementation stage 

this size can be reduced according to the actual size of the resistor unit. 

The bank provides unity power factor according to the power resistor ratings. Other 

power factors can be obtained by accompanying reactive elements of same 

dimensions. 

The control system was designed to cater all load test requirements. The protection 

features were employed to guarantee that the load bank operates in all modes without 

any safety hazard. 

The involvement of the contactors makes the circuit a bit complex. In practical 

situation, a control contactor may have only couple of NC and NO contacts. In the 

designed circuit all interlock contacts, are defined according to the respective 
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contactor. But in practice either addition of adder-block or parallel contactor 

connection is to be provided. 

The control system however, can be designed by employing PLC in a much easier 

manner. The complexity of the circuit, high amount of contactor involvement would 

greatly reduce with the PLC. 

In operation, the actual load that the bank experience is the addition of the resistor 

load plus respective blower load. For the small resistor units the blower load is very 

small but this is considerable for maximum resistor unit. Hence, the blower load must 

be counted in heavy loading conditions. On the other hand, the power factor will vary 

from unity depending on the proportion of the blower load. 

The economic analysis on the present load testing procedures conducted at Colombo 

Dockyard shows that around 30-40% cost saving is achievable with a dry type 

resistive load bank. The main reduction comes from the lesser operating time. The 

case study was done for the vessel (NC210) which does not include shaft generators. 

When a vessel has shaft generators, the main engines are driven for the load testing 

where the fuel consumption is more than double compared with the normal 

generators. Hence, the saving on fuel cost can be further justified. 

The major cost components were considered in preparing the BOM as the other 

components can be fabricated at Colombo Dockyard. The quotation received for the 

load bank unit was lower compared to the addition of costs of the individual 

components to make the load bank. This is because the part wise quoted amounts are 

in the higher margins without any negotiations or higher volume discounts. 

It is observed that 90% of the total cost accounts for the power resistors and axial 

blowers. The blower cost is basically a function of the blower power rating which 

indirectly depicts the rpm and flow rates. In the design, a separate blower is employed 

for each resistor unit and hence the number of blowers becomes higher which is the 

reason for the higher cost proportion. On the other hand there is a possibility of using 

a large size blower to accompany the set of resistors. In that case, the blower has to be 

in operation when only small number of resistors is in use. Additionally, the high 

power rating of the blower will accounts for the total load in the bank. In that case 
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variable speed option needs to be reviewed to maintain the load bank operating 

temperature. 

The other option is to go for derating operation by increasing the operating 

temperature and thereby employing low power low flow blowers which asks for more 

resistor units and increasing the size of the bank compensating the overall cost. This is 

a good study for further improvements. 

Based on the quotations received, an economical study was done on the design. 

Considering an average saving of Rs. 100,000 per vessel and average five vessel 

deliveries per year, an investment of around 7.5 million rupees for a load bank will 

have a payback period of around 15 years. 

Hence, the introduction of a resistive load bank not only reduces the fuel cost involved 

with the load tests but also saves the critical production time of the new construction 

projects. 
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Annexure-1: Pilot Project 

Figure-1 and Figure-2 depict the circuit diagrams of the pilot project. The control 
system was tested with a single phase power input. 

LOAD BANK POWER CIRCUIT 

' * 0 t 
SOURCE - 230V 

FIRE DAMPER 

CONTROL POWER 

N ^ K 1 ^ >Mv N ^ K 4 N ^ k s N ^ k s N ^ V 

- \ | - \ 

R1 R 2 R 3 R4 RS R 6 

Annexure Figure -1: Load Bank Power Circuit-Pilot Project 

Annexure Figure -2: Load Bank Control Circuit-Pilot Project 
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Annexure-2: Quotations 

Quotation Received from the Mint Former Industries Limited for a complete load 
bank of capacity 1800kW. 

Mint Former Industrial Ltd 
1/F.. Po Yip Bldg. 23 Hiug Yip Street.. 

Kwim Tong, K o w l o o u . Hong Kong. 
Tel: 8 5 2 - 2 7 9 5 8 7 9 3 Fax: 852 -27958189 

hnp://ww\v.mf-powerresistor.com admiu@mintformei .com 
TO : Colombo Dockyard PLC 
ATTN : Mr P.H.K.H Puhulwella 
FROM: GomanSiu DATE : 02 December 2010 

QUOTATION 

DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE USS/PCS 
3 Phase Adjustable Load Bank: 
1800kW 440Vac Line to Line WYE 
Power Adjustable : 5kW x 10 

10kW x 15 
100kW x 6 
500kW x 2 

Working Condition : Outdoor with ambient temperature range + 20C - +49C 

Load Bank Cabinet: 
- With built In Cooling Fan systems and with control switch and Indicator at the control panel 
- The Load Bank cabinet can be lift with fdrkllft and there are 4 stainless steel Lifting eyes at the top of load bank Cabinet. 
- Load Bank Cabinet size : Wldth1.5m Depth 3.8cm Height 2.2m 
- estimated Cabinet net weight: 2200kg 
- with Cantrol Panel 
- with Warming Label for High Temperature and Voltage near the control panel 
- the Cooling System Intake / outtake openings can prevent objects greater than 12mm diameter from entering the unit 
- The main input load bus. load step relays, fuses and blower/control relays will be within die load bank Cabinet. 
- There will have a Warming Light at load cabinet outside. When load cabinet Is on loading, this Warming Light will be ON. 
Protection: 
- Tha cooling fan Systems Is connected to a pressure switch. In case there Is problem with the cooling system, the load 

bank will be Power Off Automatically 
- with Over Temperature switch built In. In case the load bank Internal temperature Is higher than design, the load bank 

will be Power Off Automatically 
- The power resistors will be installed in groups and each group Is protected by Fuse/Thermostat and with Indicator lamp 

at the control panel 

Control Panel: 
- Load Bank Main Switch and Indicator Lamp 
- Cooling System Control Switch and Indicator Lamp 
- Power Adjustable Control Switch and Indicator Lamp - 33sets 
- Full Power and Half Power Loading Switch and Indicator Lamp 
- Load Bank Power ON Warming Light switch (we suggest this lamp should be control by the Load Bank Main Switch not 

Individual switch) 
- Voltmeter with Indicator Lamp 
- Ammeter with Indicator Lamp 
- Wattage Meter with Indicator Lamp 
- Resistor sets loading Indicator Lamp 

Unit Price : US$63,000.00 / 1set 

Remark: 
FOB Hong Kong 
Payment: 30% deposit and balance UC when confirm order or Full payment wire transfer when confirm order 
Production : within 30 - 40 days after receiving payment 
Your comment Is welcome. 

'• End" 
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Quotation from the Mega Heaters (PVT) LTD. 

MEGA HEATERS (PVT) LTD 
No : MIH/1129/10 # 691 STATION ROAD. KOTTAWA, PANNIPITYA, 

Tel: 94-ll-2rei328/011-2898800/011-2898598,, Fax: 94-11-2847718 
E-mail: mega@sltnet.lk Web: www.megaheaten.com 

PROFORMA INVOICE 

Date 23/11/2010 
Tel- 077-3752808 

Messrs C o l o m b o Dockyard PLC 
Fax 2429000-236 

Attn Mr. P.H.K.PuhulweIla 
VAT No: 114275514-7000 

Payment: 50% ADVANCE & BALANCE ON DELIVERY 

Delivery 6 I O S R S / Weeks after order confirmation Ex-Stock No 
\ 

Qty Description Of Goods Rate Amount -Rs. 

Des ign , Manufacture & Supp ly of Load Bank -

800 230V x 2Kw Element 4,100.00 3,280,000.00 

3 Blower Fan [Cooling Fan 14500rpm] with mount ing bracket 130,000.00 390,000.00 
5 Bas Bars for 3000amp [6" x 3 / 8 ' x 5M] 52,500.00 262^00.00 

40 S u b b a s B a r [ l ' x l / 4 " ] 4,750.00 190,000.00 
12 Bas Bar Mounting for 3000amp 4,250.00 51,000.00 

210 Bas Bar Mounting for Elements 160.00 33,600.00 
Magnet ic Contactor -

15 lOOKw X 1 5 250A 44,500.00 667,500.00 
1 50Kw X 1 105A 19,500.00 19,500.00 
4 1 0 K w X 4 22A 5,200.00 20,800.00 
2 5Kw X 2 18A 3,750.00 7,500.00 
3 Contactor & overload for Cool ing Fans 4,250.00 11750.00 
3 Current Transformer 7,500.00 22300.00 
1 Digital Power Analyzer 42,100.00 42,100.00 
1 Structure For Load Bank 225,000.00 225,000.00 
1 Electric Panel Box 72,500.00 72^00.00 
1 Overhead Expenses 275,000.00 275,000.00 
1 Labour cost 325,000.00 325,000.00 

Warranty: TWO YEARS -

AMOUNT 5,897,250.00 
VAT 12% 707,670.00 

TOTAL 6,604,920.00 
Validity : 30 Days 
Cheques should be drawn in favors of Mega Heaters (Pvt) Ltd. & crossed A/C Payee Only 

2,552,750.00 

mailto:mega@sltnet.lk
http://www.megaheaten.com


Resistor quotation: 

From: Sales@mf-powerresistor.com sa les® mf-powerresistor.com 
> Date: Thu, 30 Dec 2010 17:25:43 +0800 
> To: puhulw@cdl.lk, sandra®mint former.com 
> Subject: Re: Online Contact - MF-powerresistor.com 
> 
> 
> Dear Mr Kosala, 
> 
> Thanks for your e-mail and phone call. 
> 
> For your concern, the resistor need to derate for temperature higher than 
> 4 0 C . 
> For the derating curves, our internal maximum temperature is 300-350C 
> standard for load bank application. 
> This is just suitable for our own in house design and build the load bank. 
> In case customers like to build the load bank themselves, we suggest the 
> maximum temperature is 275C for long run stability. 
> Actually this depends on your load bank design. 
> One of our customers told us that they even use the resistor at surface 
> temperature up to 400C without any problem. 
> I suggest you can buy a few resistors to test according to your design. 
> 
> Below is our quotation of fer : 
> Quotation 
> 1) Power Resistor: DQR-F series 
> 20kW 29 ohm +/-5% 
> estimated Resistor unit we igh t : 
> Unit Price : US$410.0 / pes 
> 
> 2) Power Resistor: DQR-F series 
> 10kW 58.1 o h m + / - 5 % 
> estimated Resistor unit we igh t : 16kg. 
> Unit Price : US$280.0 / pes for quantity : 12pcs 
> 
> 3) Power Resistor: DQR-F series 
> 5kW 116.2 ohm +1-5% 
> estimated Resistor unit we igh t : 7kg. 
> Unit Price : US$95.0 / pes for quantity : 9pcs 
> 
> 4) Power Resistor: DQR-F series 
> 2kW 290.4 ohm +1-5% 
> estimated Resistor unit we igh t : 3.5kg. 
> Unit Price : US$50.0 / pes for quantity : 9pcs 
> 
> Remark : 
> Ex-Work Hong Kong 
> Payment : T/T wire transfer or L/C when confirm order 
> Production lead time : 10-15 days after payment 
> 
> Your value comment can help us offer suitable power resistor and improve 
> services. 
> 
> Kind Regards, 
> Sandra Lau 
> Mint Former Industrial Ltd 
> http://www.mf-powerresistor.com 

28kg. 
for quantity : 81 pes 

mailto:Sales@mf-powerresistor.com
mailto:puhulw@cdl.lk
http://mintformer.com
http://www.mf-powerresistor.com


AIRTRADE SYSTEMS AJRTRADE SYSTEMS PTE LTD 

TEL: (65)62621672, FAX: (65) 62621673, EK/IAIL ats@airtrade.com.sg,Webstte: www.airtrade.com.sg 

Company's Name 
Attention 
Project 

Colombo Dockyard 
Mr P.H.K.H Puhulwella 
Quotation for Hison Axial Fans 

Our Ref No 
Date 
From 

CERT NO: 160169 

ATS7F/55352'pc-kg 
06.01.2011 
Peter Chan/Kelly Goh 

Item 
No 

Space Served Type Brand Model Capacity 
cmm 

SPWG 
pa 

Fan 
Speed 
Rpm 

Fan 
Bkw 

Motor 
Rating 

Kw 

Power 
Supply 
V/Ph/Hz 

Fan 
Dia 
mm 

C»y Unit Price (S$) Total Price 
(S$) 

Remarks 

1 Axial Hison 600-4-a1-29° 333.33 100 1682 2.33 3 440/3/60 600 27 $ 1,381.00 $ 37287.00 

2 Axial Hison 500-4-a1-26.5" 166.66 100 1690 1 15 440/3'60 500 4 $ 1.212.00 $ 4,848.00 

3 Axial Hison 400-4-31-26° 83.33 100 1645 0.4 0.55 440/3/60 400 3 $ 930.00 $ 2,790.00 

A Axial Hison LF350-4-110/5B-20° 33.33 100 1680 0.11 0.37 440/3/60 350 3 $ 809.00 $ 2.427.00 

(SINGAPORE DOLLARS: FORTY SEVEN THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY TWO ONLY) $ 47,352.00 

Remarks : Above price quoted are ex factory Singapore. 
: Above price quoted are for supply only. 
: Fan casings shall be of 3mmthk mild steel material construction and finished with epoxy paint coated. 
: Above fans shall be put on unfumigated wooden pallet with plastic wrapped prior to delivery. 

Motor Make : ATT.CMG or equal and of Class F Insulation, IP 55. TEFC. 

Delivery 
Terms 
Validity 

Approximately 6-8 weeks ex factory Singapore upon receipt of order & approval of drawings. 
30 days from date of our invoice. 
30 days from date of our quotation. 

We trust the above is acceptable and look forward to your esteemed order. 

Best Regards 
Peter Chan 
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